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PROLOGUE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This book is one grown from individual intellectual interests and a vari-
ety of collective community investments. I did not come to this topic nor 
these arguments simply on my own. I knew for a long time that my research 
would be about representations at the intersection of black feminism and 
disability studies. From the time I started graduate school I identi�ed the 
lack of engagement between the two �elds as a major issue that impacted 
not only my intellectual life as someone invested in both areas of research, 
but also my personal life as a queer, fat, black, nondisabled woman. I have 
wri�en elsewhere about my entry into disability studies and my a	ective 
relationship with the �eld as a process of coming to identify with the term 
crip (Schalk “Coming to Claim Crip”). I have a similar a	ective connec-
tion to black feminism. Black women writers have always given me life. I 
have come to understand myself and my world be�er because of writers 
like Lucille Cli�on, Maya Angelou, Audre Lorde, bell hooks, and Octavia 
E. Butler. I always knew my research would be about black feminism and 
disability studies. What I didn’t know was that I would write about specu-
lative �ction. What I didn’t know was that I would explain to people at con-
ferences and on job interviews how I was reading a series of paranormal ro-
mance novels about a werewolf with obsessive- compulsive disorder. This 
is where community comes in.

I came to speculative �ction initially as one potential chapter a�er my 
adviser, LaMonda Horton- Stallings, encouraged me to read Octavia E. But-
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ler’s Parable of the Sower. I was captivated by Butler’s ability to create a non-
realist disability that so e	ectively spoke to realist issues in the disability 
studies and disability rights communities. Later, at the Society for Disability 
Studies conference, I had co	ee with Rosemarie Garland- Thomson and ex-
plained to her my massive plans for a study of the representation of disabil-
ity in black women’s writing from slave narratives to contemporary texts. I 
detailed my plans for each chapter, and when I began to explain the chapter 
on Butler, Dr. Garland- Thomson stopped me and said (essentially): You’re 
trying to do too much. That stu� on science �ction? No one is doing work on that. 
That’s your project. And so it is. I had no idea where this work would lead, 
but I am excited by what I have discovered in representations of disabil-
ity in black women’s speculative �ction with the help of various fan, artist, 
and activist communities, including the Black Science Fiction Society, the 
Carl Brandon listserv, and the Octavia E. Butler Legacy Network. I have no 
doubt that the lessons I have learned in the process, the ideas I have been 
able to foster through deep engagement with both the literature and the 
theory, will be bene�cial for future work in not only disability studies and 
black feminist theory, but also literary criticism, American studies, critical 
race studies, and women’s and gender studies as well. These are lessons, 
ideas, and arguments that would not exist without my multiple intellec-
tual, artistic, and activist communities, my colleagues, my queer kinship 
networks, and my chosen family. I would like to thank some of these folks 
here. This book would not be possible without those people, groups, and 
organizations who have supported and guided me along the way.

First, I would like to thank my dissertation chair and mentor, LaMonda 
Horton- Stallings, who ushered me through graduate school, the disser-
tation, the job market and beyond with tough love and practical advice. 
Thank you to the rest of my original dissertation commi�ee as well: Alison 
Kafer, whose excitement about and support of my work keeps me excited 
and con�dent too; Marlon M. Bailey, who incited me to slay and snatch 
on the job market; Shane Vogel, who pushed my critical engagement with 
American studies and literary studies; and Liz Ellcessor, who so generously 
came on board with my project and willingly read all those paranormal ro-
mance novels. Although not on my original commi�ee, Margaret Price has 
been an incredible support, mentor, and friend throughout my career to 
whom I am forever grateful.

Next, I would like to acknowledge the American Association of Univer-
sity Women, whose generous dissertation fellowship allowed for the timely 
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and focused completion of the �rst dra� of this project, as well as the Hun-
tington Library, whose short- term fellowship allowed me the incredible 
opportunity to explore Butler’s papers there. The �nal version of this book 
manuscript was completed with the assistance of a postdoctoral fellowship 
in the English Department at Rutgers University, under the mentorship of 
Cheryl A. Wall.

I would also like to thank the many mentors, friends, and dance partners 
I have in the disability studies community, especially within the Society 
for Disability Studies. For their incredible collegiality and support, I would 
like to acknowledge Rosemarie Garland- Thomson, Ellen Samuels, Nirmala 
Erevelles, Mel Chen, Anne Finger, Eli Clare, Susan Burch, Therí A. Pickens, 
Brenda Brueggemann, Julie Avril Minich, Stephanie Kerschbaum, Cindy 
Wu, Michelle Jarman, Ann Fox, Alice Sheppard, Simi Linton, Bethany Ste-
vens, Corbe� O’Toole, Ibby Grace, Jim Ferris, Petra Kuppers, Jay Dolmage, 
Beth Ferri, Carrie Sandahl, Akemi Nishida, Juliann Anesi, Ally Day, Aimi 
Hamraie, Kate Caldwell, Jina B. Kim, Lezlie Frye, and everyone else who 
has joined me on the sds dance �oor. Special thanks to Kathy McMahon- 
Klosterman and Jean Lynch for �rst introducing me to disability studies 
when I was a sophomore at Miami University and for continuing to mentor 
and support me many years later.

I would also like to thank my current colleagues in the Department of 
Gender and Women’s Studies at the University of Wisconsin – Madison as 
well as my former colleagues in the English Department at the University at 
Albany, especially Tamika Carey, Robert Miller, Randy Craig, and Michael 
Leong. Thank you to my mentor Jennifer Wilks, and everyone from the 
Duke University Summer Institute on Tenure and Professional Advance-
ment. I have an incredible amount of love and gratitude for the Octavia E. 
Butler Legacy Network, especially Ayana Jamieson, Moya Bailey, and Cas-
sandra Jones for the community they have provided me. Further thanks to 
my mentors, colleagues, and friends from my time at Indiana University, es-
pecially Denise Cruz, Melinda Brennan, Krystal Cleary, and Heather Mon-
tes Ireland. Additionally, thank you to Duke University Press, especially my 
editor, Elizabeth Ault, who remained incredibly kind, a�entive, and gen-
erous throughout the long and di�cult process of turning the dissertation 
into a book.

I must further extend my gratitude to my network of personal support 
in Bloomington, Indiana; Albany, New York; and beyond, including Terry 
Flynn, Dru Miller, Megan Albertz, Katie Hu, Kavita Patel, Nicholas Be-
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longie, Avery Smith, Greta Lind, Beth Lodge- Rigal, Whryne Reed, Annie 
Stephens, Maeve Kane, James Mallek, John Person, Britney Johnson, Julia 
Cadieux, Maya Washington, Ashaki Jackson, Drea Brown, the Shade Room, 
all the lovely weirdos of F&L, all the �erce women of Queer Ladies Night, 
and all the bartenders at Uncle Elizabeth’s, The Back Door, Oh Bar, and the 
Speakeasy 518.

To the incomparable Jess Waggoner, thank you for being so brilliant, 
kind, talented, and loving — you are everything I could ever want in a col-
league, best friend, and love all rolled into one fabulously accessorized pack-
age. I look forward to our many adventures together. To Jeremy No�ing-
ham, thank you for your unwavering love and support; I remain continually 
in awe of what we have created together. I am forever yours.

Of course, I have to also thank my mother, Beverly Schalk, for her years 
of support. Mom, I am so grateful that you helped give me the con�dence 
and freedom to discover what I love and do it with gusto, even when it took 
me farther and farther away from home. Finally, this book is dedicated to 
Sydney and Jonathan Schalk, the best li�le weirdos I know. You both con-
tinue, without even realizing it, to give me hope for a be�er future.



INTRODUCTION

Nothing happens in the “real” world unless it �rst happens in the images in 
our heads. — Gloria Anzaldúa, “La conciencia de la mestiza: Towards 
a New Consciousness”

Confession: I was not initially a fan of speculative �ction. There. I said it. Of 
course, I now know the error of my ways, the misconceptions I held about 
the geeky male whiteness of the genre. I now know how ill- informed I was 
in my belief that speculative �ction was escapist �u	 that had nothing to do 
with my real- world investments in �ghting oppression in order to �nd or 
create new, freer ways of being in the world. Then I read Octavia E. Butler 
and quickly realized that this genre I had dismissed, this genre I had been 
able to avoid throughout most of my educational career, was far more di-
verse, compelling, and politicized than I had ever imagined.

Reading Parable of the Sower, I began to understand how politically astute 
speculative �ction can be, how it can comment on our world and make us 
imagine alternative possibilities: the good, the bad, the ambivalent, and the 
downright terrifying. I quickly consumed everything Butler had wri�en —  
every novel, every short story. I even bought an expensive copy of her out- 
of- print book Survivor a�er ge�ing my �rst check at my �rst tenure- track 
job. Reading Butler changed the way I read as well as the way I think about 
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texts and the world. I never met her, but her �ction is now as familiar to me 
as my own memories. And now that I have spent time in her archives at the 
Huntington Library, she has become a long- lost friend whose complicated 
life, incredible drive, and exquisite prescience has o�en brought me to tears.

Reading Butler led me to the worlds of black speculative �ction and 
Afrofuturism, to feminist speculative �ction and queer speculative �ction, 
to new conferences, new colleagues, new friends, and ultimately to writing 
this book. Butler’s work also led me to ask questions like: What might it 
mean to imagine disability di	erently? Di	erently from the stereotypical 
stories of pity, helplessness, and victimhood, of evil, bi�erness, and abjec-
tion, of nonsexuality and isolation, of overcoming and supercrips? What 
would it mean to imagine disability di	erently than these dominant cultural 
narratives we typically encounter? What might it mean to imagine black-
ness di	erently? Womanhood di	erently? Sexuality di	erently? If, as Gloria 
Anzaldúa claims, “nothing happens in the ‘real’ world unless it �rst happens 
in the images in our heads,” then changing the narratives of (dis)ability, race, 
and gender, changing the way marginalized people are represented and con-
ceived in contemporary cultural productions, can also change the way such 
people are talked about, treated, and understood in the “real” world (“La 
conciencia de la mestiza” 385).

Speculative �ction allows us to imagine otherwise, to envision an alter-
native world or future in which what exists now has changed or disappeared 
and what does not exist now, like the ability to live on the moon or inter-
act with the gods, is suddenly real. For marginalized people, this can mean 
imagining a future or alternative space away from oppression or in which 
relations between currently empowered and disempowered groups are al-
tered or improved. Speculative �ction can also be a space to imagine the 
worst, to think about what could be if current inequalities and injustices 
are allowed to continue. Marie Jakober writes that “the great gi� of specu-
lative �ction [is that] it makes us think, and speci�cally, it makes us think 
di�erently. It makes us examine things we have never examined. Even be�er, 
it makes us re- imagine things we thought we knew” (30; original emphasis). 
The black women writers in this book have made me think di	erently, ex-
amine texts di	erently, and imagine and reimagine (dis)ability, race, and 
gender in ways I never had before. In honor of Butler and the many writers 
her work eventually lead me to, I begin this book with the o�en- stated (and 
hashtagged) assertion that representation ma�ers in material, concrete, and 
life- a�rming — life- changing — ways. Representation ma�ers.
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Contemporary black women’s speculative �ction reimagines the pos-
sibilities and meanings of bodyminds, particularly in regard to (dis)ability, 
race, and gender.1 This reimagining changes the rules of interpretation, re-
quiring modes of analysis that take into account both the relationships be-
tween (dis)ability, race, and gender and the contexts in which these catego-
ries exist. Contemporary black women’s speculative �ction changes the 
rules of reality to create worlds with new or di	erent genders, races, dis-
abilities, and other forms of life, and in doing so these texts also require a 
change in how we read and interpret these categories.

Bodyminds Reimagined is the �rst monograph to focus on the represen-
tation of (dis)ability by black authors. At the heart of it all, this book is a 
loving, critical intervention into black feminist theory and disability studies. 
Black feminist theory is an approach to interpreting, acknowledging, and 
tracing the e	ects of interlocking oppressions, particularly from the per-
spective of black women. Black feminist theory is an academic �eld and 
mode of literary criticism that emerged out of black feminist movements 
and groups who found their presence, experiences, and concerns being ex-
cluded or ignored within white mainstream feminism and black power and 
civil rights movements. Disability studies is the interdisciplinary investi-
gation of (dis)ability as a socially constructed phenomenon and systemic 
social discourse which determines how bodyminds and behaviors are la-
beled, valued, represented, and treated. While the �eld began as primarily 
a social- science- based one in the 1980s, disability studies has now become 
a �eld infused with the humanities. Due to its later emergence as a �eld, 
disability studies has bene�ted immensely from theories and approaches 
in women’s and gender studies and race and ethnicity studies. While both 
black feminist theory and disability studies are academic projects with �rm 
social justice roots and investments, the scholarship in each of these �elds 
rarely becomes scholarship in the other.

While black feminist theorists have done much to demonstrate the rela-
tionship of various oppressions, (dis)ability is rarely accounted for in black 
feminist theory. Of course, even though (dis)ability is o�en not acknowl-
edged as a vector of power in black feminist theory, it is absolutely not the 
case that black feminists have done no work on issues of disability.2 In fact, 
issues of disability have appeared in numerous moments in black feminist 
theory and activism over time; black feminist scholars have just not gener-
ally undertaken this work from an explicitly disability studies perspective or 
directly connected their work to the disability rights movement. Concomi-
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tantly, disability studies scholars have generally not recognized black femi-
nist work on health activism, illness, and access to medical care as properly 
disability studies.3

The �eld of disability studies, while o�en a�entive to gender and sex-
uality, has o�en avoided issues of race, remaining centered on white ex-
periences and representations of disability. That said, the area of race and 
disability studies has seen dramatic increase and exciting development in 
recent years.4 I build on the work of scholars such as Ellen Samuels and Julie 
Avril Minich who have demonstrated how incorporating a disability studies 
perspective is key to understanding the racial and gendered implications of 
a text and how a�ention to race and gender similarly helps reveal the op-
eration of ideologies of ability in texts seemingly not “about” disability at 
all. In this book, therefore, analysis of the role of (dis)ability in speculative 
�ction by black women illuminates issues of race and gender that might 
otherwise be obscured.

Both black feminist theory and disability studies have provided insights 
that have fueled my personal and intellectual development in innumerable 
ways. Bodyminds Reimagined is my e	ort to bring them together, demon-
strating both their overlapping interests and the ways in which each �eld 
has theories and insights that are valuable to the other. This book is a call 
to black feminists to include (dis)ability in our work and investigate both 
ableism (discrimination toward people with disabilities) and ability priv-
ilege (the personal, social, and structural advantages given to the nondis-
abled in our society) in our intellectual and activist communities. It is an 
exhortation to disability studies scholars to not merely include race, but to 
allow black feminist and critical race theories to transform the �eld. More 
speci�cally, Bodyminds Reimagined intervenes in disability studies literary 
criticism, which has o�en been based on more canonical, realist, and/or 
white- authored texts. By o	ering alternative theories for interpreting (dis)
ability in literature in conjunction with race and gender, particularly in the 
context of nonrealist texts, I intend to change the way we read and analyze 
literature in disability studies. This occurs even at the level of language.

Language Choices: Bodymind and (Dis)ability
There are two key terms I use throughout this book that may be unfamiliar 
to readers: bodymind and (dis)ability. While both terms have some estab-
lished history within disability studies, they are not necessarily used widely 
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in the �eld. Bodymind and (dis)ability, however, are essential terms for my 
work on black women’s speculative �ction. In her foundational article “The 
Race for Theory,” Barbara Christian argues that the language of black fem-
inist theorists and literary critics ought to be based on and inspired by the 
language of the texts under study. In this case, the black women’s specula-
tive �ctional texts I analyze in this book particularly demand terminology 
that can account for the nonrealist representations of new or altered peo-
ple, societies, and worlds. A major argument of Bodyminds Reimagined is 
that interpreting the reimagining performed by black women’s speculative 
�ction requires modes of analysis that take into account both the relation-
ships between social systems of privilege and oppression as well as the con-
text in which categories of (dis)ability, race, and gender exist and are given 
meaning. One of these modes of analysis is �nding language that can e	ec-
tively express the theoretical insights of these texts.

As indicated by the title, the �rst essential term for this book is bodymind. 
Bodymind is a materialist feminist disability studies concept from Margaret 
Price that refers to the enmeshment of the mind and body, which are typ-
ically understood as interacting and connected, yet distinct entities due to 
the Cartesian dualism of Western philosophy (“The Bodymind Problem 
and the Possibilities of Pain” 270). The term bodymind insists on the inex-
tricability of mind and body and highlights how processes within our being 
impact one another in such a way that the notion of a physical versus mental 
process is di�cult, if not impossible to clearly discern in most cases (269). 
Price argues that bodymind cannot be simply a rhetorical stand- in for the 
phrase “mind and body”; rather, it must do theoretical work as a disability 
studies term. Bodymind is an essential concept in chapter 3 in my discussion 
of hyperempathy, a nonrealist disability that is both mental and physical 
in origin and manifestation. Bodymind generally, however, is an important 
and theoretically useful term to use in analyzing speculative �ction as the 
nonrealist possibilities of human and nonhuman subjects, such as the were-
wolves discussed in chapter 4, o�en highlight the imbrication of mind and 
body, sometimes in extreme or explicitly apparent ways that do not exist in 
our reality.

In addition to the utility of the term bodymind in discussions of specu-
lative �ction, I also use this term because of its theoretical utility in discus-
sions of race and (dis)ability. For example, bodymind is particularly useful 
in discussing the toll racism takes on people of color. As more research re-
veals the ways experiences and histories of oppression impact us mentally, 
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physically, and even on a cellular level, the term bodymind can help high-
light the relationship of nonphysical experiences of oppression — psychic 
stress — and overall well- being.5 While this research is emergent, people of 
color and women have long challenged their association with pure embod-
iment and the degradation of the body as unable to produce knowledge 
through a rejection of the mind/body divide. Bodymind provides, therefore, 
a politically and theoretically useful term in discussing (dis)ability in black 
women’s speculative �ction and more.

The second key term for this book is (dis)ability. I use this term to ref-
erence the overarching social system of bodily and mental norms that in-
cludes ability and disability. I use (dis)ability because unlike terms such as 
gender, which references man, woman, genderqueer, transgender, and other 
gender identities, disability without the parenthetical adjustment merely 
references disability and impairment. The term (dis)ability also highlights 
the mutual dependency of disability and ability to de�ne one another. 
While other scholars use dis/ability or ability/disability to similar e	ect, I 
believe the parenthetical curve as opposed to the backslash be�er visually 
suggests the shi�ing, contentious, and contextual boundaries between dis-
ability and ability.6

Throughout this book, I use (dis)ability when referencing the wider so-
cial system and I use disability or ability when referring to those speci�c 
parts of the (dis)ability system. While I recognize that there may be mo-
ments in which the line between disability and (dis)ability may be blurry, 
it’s important to linguistically di	erentiate as best as possible in this work 
for a number of reasons. First, (dis)ability allows me to be�er highlight the 
important relationship of hyperability or “powers” and disability in specu-
lative �ction. Second, in speculative �ction the function and meaning of 
(dis)ability does not necessarily comply with our realist understanding of 
what constitutes ability and disability and therefore must be explained for 
each text. Third, as my approach to interpretation is highly informed by 
theories of intersectionality, there is real critical utility in having a linguistic 
corollary when talking about (dis)ability and other vectors of power like 
race and gender. This change in terminology, therefore, is both important 
for capturing the nuances of the nonrealist worlds in speculative �ction and 
necessary for having shared, parallel language in bringing together black 
feminist theory and disability studies. Both of my key terms, (dis)ability and 
bodymind, are used and developed in relationship to the theoretical frame-
works I engage in this book as well.
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Theoretical Foundations: Intersectionality and Crip Theory
Throughout Bodyminds Reimagined, I use a genre- a�entive and text- speci�c 
approach to (dis)ability, race, and gender that is informed by both black 
feminist theory and disability studies. This approach is �rst informed by 
Barbara Christian’s insistence that theory does not have to look a particular 
way or use a prescribed language to produce knowledge, but can take narra-
tive forms in literature (Christian, “Race for Theory” 41). Christian writes 
that black feminist literary critics do not have to �nd or create theories to 
apply to literature, but instead should try to understand the theories being 
expressed or embodied in the texts themselves through close reading be-
cause “every text suggests a new approach” (50). I’ve already discussed how 
this approach in�uences my use of the terms bodymind and (dis)ability, but 
it also shapes how I engage with current theories in black feminist theory 
and disability studies. Since there is still only a small body of scholarship 
on (dis)ability in black women’s literature, it is particularly necessary that 
I take the literary texts in this study as productions of theories which will 
aid in understanding their representations of (dis)ability, race, and gen-
der. Black women writers’ reimagining of the possiblities and meanings of 
bodyminds is a form of theorizing about social categories, identities, and 
oppressions which operates in conversation with existing theories rather 
than replicating theory wholesale or being pure expression that must be 
theorized by the critic. There are two key theoretical conversations that 
inform my interpretations of the insights of black women’s speculative �c-
tion: intersectionality and crip theory.

Intersectionality is a term generally used to describe both how people expe-
rience multiple social systems at once and a scholarly approach to analyzing 
and researching this multiplicity of identities, oppressions, and privileges. Al-
though the speci�c word comes from Kimberlé Crenshaw, the concept has its 
roots in black and woman-of-color feminisms that address the ways women 
of color deal with both racism and sexism in their daily lives — even within 
feminist and antiracist organizations that sometimes ignore, downplay, or 
even perpetuate one oppression in the e	ort to �ght another.7 Typically, 
intersectionality is used to reference major social identities that are created 
within systems of privilege and oppression, including race, class, gender, 
sexuality, (dis)ability, age, nationality, and ethnicity. However, the term can 
also be used more liberally to include any intersecting identity, even those 
that are not typically viewed as major social markers but may be especially 
salient in particular contexts, such as religion.
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In my use of intersectionality in this book, I read (dis)ability, race, gender, 
and sexuality as simultaneously identities, experiences, systems of privilege 
and oppression, discourses, and historically situated social constructions 
with material e	ects. I understand intersectionality as an epistemological 
orientation and practice that is invested in coalition building and resistance 
to dominant structures of power.8 I trace the relationships between systems 
of power in the United States, historically and contemporarily, and explore 
how black women writers of speculative �ction change the rules of reality in 
their texts to contest oppressive systems of thought and behavior.

My intersectional approach takes into account recent critiques of the 
term without abandoning the concept altogether.9 I acknowledge that the 
term intersectionality is too o�en used only in the context of multiply mar-
ginalized people, especially black women. Intersectionality is also too of-
ten assumed to only apply to minority identity positions or understood 
in purely additive and ever- expanding terms. But what is important about 
these statements is that they are about problems with how intersection-
ality is being used and not necessarily issues with intersectionality itself 
as a theoretical approach. This is where I di	er from scholars who are en-
couraging a move toward other terms and methods. I am personally still 
invested in the potential of intersectionality and I �nd power in its particular 
women- of- color lineage even as I am aware and critical of how it has been 
used in limiting, static, and even regressive ways. Intersectionality does not 
mean the same thing to all scholars nor is it used in a uniform way. As a 
dynamic form of matrix (as opposed to single- axis) thinking, intersection-
ality provides an important means for untangling the mutual constitution 
of oppressions such as racism, ableism, and sexism and for understanding 
how systems of power work within and beyond identity claims alone. My 
approach to intersectionality, therefore, responds to critiques of it while 
also incorporating work by scholars such as Cathy J. Cohen, who calls for a 
destabilization and radical politicization of identities rather than their de-
struction because identities can be used for survival and collective action 
(36 – 37, 45; see also Moya). In particular, the incorporation of (dis)ability 
into intersectional frameworks where it is o�en le� out helps highlight the 
necessity of including identity, but not being limited to identity alone in 
intersectional analyses because of the way discourses of (dis)ability have 
been used to justify discrimination and violence against other marginalized 
groups (Baynton).

My use of intersectionality is directly informed by the way I read the 
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relationship of identities and oppressions interacting within black wom-
en’s speculative �ction. The texts I discuss in this book are ideologically 
complex. The genre of speculative �ction particularly lends itself to such 
complexity because its nonrealist conventions can be used to highlight the 
socially constructed, and therefore mutable, nature of concepts like (dis)
ability, race, and gender. By reimagining the meanings and possibilities of 
bodyminds, speculative �ction can alter the meanings of these categories, 
requiring readers and critics alike to adapt our modes of reading, inter-
pretation, and analysis or develop new ones. The black women authors in 
this study take up the possibilities of speculative �ction in order to depict 
ableism, racism, and sexism as intersecting, mutually constitutive forces 
which o�en collude with one another as well as act in place of one another.10

Through nonrealist conventions such as time travel, futuristic se�ings, and 
nonhuman characters, these authors make evident the o�en-occluded ways 
that racism and sexism can be enacted through discourses of (dis)ability 
and how ableism can take e	ect through concepts of race and gender in 
the real world. These texts depict how discursive and material enactments 
of ableism, racism, and sexism are interactively deployed in social, politi-
cal, and interpersonal arenas. At the same time, these texts refuse to reduce 
such moments of codeployment to a single oppression or to suggest that 
these moments only impact those who are multiply marginalized. The black 
women’s speculative �ction in this book relishes in intersectional complex-
ity, possibility, and change.

The second theoretical foundation of this book is crip theory, a rela-
tively recent theoretical turn in disability studies.11 Although mentioned by 
scholars like Carrie Sandahl early in the development of the �eld, the term 
crip theory was popularized by Robert McRuer in his book by the same name, 
establishing it as an approach to disability studies, similar to queer theory, 
which seeks to destabilize and contest, but not entirely dismantle, disability 
identity (Sandahl, “Queering the Crip or Cripping the Queer?” 53). More 
recently, Alison Kafer argues that crip theory expands and enriches disability 
studies by “including within disability communities those who lack a ‘pro-
per’ (read: medically acceptable, doctor- provided, and insurer- approved) 
diagnosis for their symptoms” and by “departing from the social model’s as-
sumption that ‘disabled’ and ‘nondisabled’ are discrete, self- evident catego-
ries, choosing instead to explore the creation of such categories and the mo-
ments in which they fail to hold” (Feminist, Queer, Crip 36, 18). The potential 
failure and �exibility of the label disability is critical to reading speculative 
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�ctional texts that do not represent (dis)ability in traditional or expected 
ways. This crip theory understanding of disability as a category also dovetails 
with my approach to intersectionality, which emphasizes understanding  
(dis)ability, race, and gender as socially constructed and mutable social sy-
stems of oppression, identity, discourse, and experience.

Crip theory is especially important when discussing the work of racially 
marginalized writers because the social system of (dis)ability has a di	erent 
impact on and meaning for such populations due to race. A crip theory ap-
proach to race and disability studies requires an expansion of the category 
of disability to include illness, disease, and secondary health e	ects.12 This 
is because people of color and the poor are more likely to have experiences 
on the borders or outside of able- bodiedness and able- mindedness due to 
violence and failures of society to provide access to a	ordable, quality in-
surance, housing, and medical care.13 I believe crip theory is fundamental 
to the incorporation of race into disability studies and to the incorporation 
of disability studies into race and ethnicity studies as well.

The history of race in disability studies is a vexed one that I should ac-
knowledge, particularly because early work in race and disability studies has 
several direct relationships to my focus on black women’s speculative �ction. 
The name that typically appears �rst in discussions of race and disability is 
Chris Bell and his infamous, ubiquitously cited essay “Introducing White 
Disability Studies: A Modest Proposal.” This essay is o�en referenced as 
proof of the whiteness of disability studies. However, while Bell’s critique is 
valid — disability studies was and is very white and o�en insular — his essay 
is too o�en taken to mean that there was zero work on race and disability 
prior to this modest proposal for change. This assumption is false.

Rosemarie Garland- Thomson was one of the �rst disability studies 
scholars to provide sustained race and disability analysis in the �nal chapter 
of her book Extraordinary Bodies, published in 1997. Analyzing work by Ann 
Petry, Toni Morrison, and Audre Lorde, Garland- Thomson contends that 
these writers infuse “the traditionally mute, static spectacle of otherness 
with voice, gaze, and power to act — all without normalizing the extraor-
dinary body” (Extraordinary Bodies 133). This refusal to normalize is what 
di	erentiates these texts from the others Garland- Thomson analyzes and is 
the reason why she concludes her book with them. It is important to both 
the �eld and my work that one of the earliest studies of disability and litera-
ture ends with writing by black women as the space that o	ers the most cel-
ebratory, complex, and politicized possibilities for representing disability.
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Even before Garland- Thomson’s book, however, other scholars also ac-
knowledged the need for developing work on the impact of race on expe-
riences of disability,14 and a few key disability studies articles and books 
appeared in the 1990s and early 2000s which discussed disability and race.15

Furthermore, many of the texts to initially engage the intersection of dis-
ability and race did so through analysis of the American freak show and its 
position at the center of multiple oppressive discourses. The role of the 
freak show in early work on race and disability is important for this book 
because the decline of the American freak show in the 1940s coincides with 
the emerging popularity of speculative �ction and the so- called Golden Age 
of Science Fiction. Recognizing this concurrent rise and decline as con-
nected, Je	ery A. Weinstock argues that “with the freak show’s waning hold 
on American culture, along with society’s moral reevaluation of exhibiting 
real- world non- Western or disabled people for amusement, a psychic need
for freaks found expression in sf �ction and �lm” (328; original empha-
sis). The suggested cultural replacement of freak shows with science �ction 
geneologically and theoretically connects early work on race and disability 
to my work here on (dis)ability, race, and gender in contemporary black 
women’s speculative �ction.

While this brief genealogy of race in disability studies could be inter-
preted as a too- generous reading of the early racial politics of the �eld, I 
think it’s important to acknowledge rather than dismiss or ignore this schol-
arship, even if it does not �t perfectly within current expectations of what 
research on race and (dis)ability “should” look like. To erase this history is 
to deny disability studies’ vexed history of engagement with race, which 
provides the foundation for recent work to be more intersectional and nu-
anced, particularly recent work in crip theory that challenges the way we un-
derstand disability and disability politics speci�cally through engagement 
with race.

Drawing on the theoretical resources outlined here, this book models 
methods of readings and interpretation which allow me — and hopefully 
other readers and critics — to understand each text’s own ways of theoriz-
ing and reimagining bodyminds. In turn, I consider how these texts require 
us to change our modes of reading, interpreting, and analyzing (dis)ability, 
race, and gender. Black women authors’ reimagined bodyminds are made 
particularly possible by the nonrealist conventions of speculative �ction. To 
further demonstrate this approach, I’d like to turn brie�y to a recent exam-
ple from popular culture. Although neither �ction nor wri�en by a black 
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woman, the speculative thriller �lm The Girl with All the Gi�s, released in the 
United Kingdom in 2016 and in the United States in 2017, provides a useful 
demonstration of the importance of terms like bodymind and (dis)ability as 
well as the need for intersectionality and crip theory in the analysis of (dis)
ability, race, and gender in nonrealist representations. Set in a near future En-
gland, The Girl with All the Gi�s is a modern take on the zombie apocalypse 
genre. The �lm opens by introducing the audience to Melanie, a young black 
girl who is con�ned in an institution for reasons initially unknown.

Melanie wears an orange hooded sweatshirt and sweatpants reminis-
cent of a prison jumpsuit and sleeps in a bare, locked cell with only a cot; a 
wheelchair; and two personal photos, which she keeps hidden. When Mela-
nie is taken out of her cell, two guards appear, one who keeps a gun pointed 
at her at all times and another who straps her into the wheelchair across her 
legs, hands, and head. Melanie’s cheerful, kind greetings to each adult she 
encounters stands in stark contrast to the fear and hatred directed at her and 
the other children in the institution. Twice an o	screen guard calls them 
“friggin’ abortions” and later another refers to them as “creepy,” questioning 
how the teacher, Ms. Justineau, can stand to be so close to them. The chil-
dren in the institution, seemingly all white boys besides Melanie, wear the 
same a�ire and are strapped into wheelchairs in the same fashion.16 They are 
all taken and le� strapped in their wheelchairs in a classroom. Ms. Justineau 
is the only person who seems to regard the children with any compassion, 
and she is particularly fond of Melanie.

At one point, a�er Melanie shares a story she wrote, Ms. Justineau 
reaches out and gently caresses the top of Melanie’s head. Melanie’s closed 
eyes and deep breath in response suggests that she is rarely, if ever, touched. 
In this moment, however, the head guard, Sergeant Parks, bursts in to yell 
at Ms. Justineau for breaking the rules by touching Melanie. He cautions 
her that they are not truly children at all. To demonstrate his point Sergeant 
Parks li�s his sleeve, spits on his arm, and rubs.17 He then places his arm in 
front of a boy in the class, who begins to respond in an animal- like fashion, 
growling and straining to bite Parks’s arm. Quickly the other children on 
that side of the room respond in the same way. This is the audience’s �rst 
indication of what is going on in the world of the �lm.

A�er this scene the �lm slowly reveals increasing details about the situ-
ation outside of the institution. We learn that much of humanity has been 
wiped out by a parasitic fungal disease that takes over the brain, creating 
“hungries” who roam abandoned cities and a�ack living creatures, human 
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and animal alike. Hungries have gray, decaying skin, are mostly dormant, 
and seemingly lack self- awareness. They stand still in large groups for ex-
tended periods of time until they are awakened, so to speak, primarily due 
to the smell of noninfected beings nearby, as well as when there is sudden 
movement or loud sound. When awakened, hungries are both fast and 
strong and spread their disease through bodily contact.

The institution where Melanie and the children are kept is at once a mil-
itary base to protect uninfected humans and a research facility. The chil-
dren there, we eventually learn, are being monitored and studied in order 
to understand the fungal disease. This includes killing some of the children 
to dissect their bodies in the hopes of using their brains and spinal �uids to  
create a cure. Unlike the hungries, who roam mindlessly, these children 
were born with the disease and their brains have a more symbiotic relation-
ship with the fungus. So while they are carriers and need to eat raw meat of 
some sort (in the institution we see Melanie fed a bowl of worms, later she 
eats a cat and a bird), children born with the disease are otherwise able to 
speak, learn, move, and behave like other humans.

Not long into the �lm the institution is a�acked by hungries. Melanie es-
capes with Ms. Justineau, Dr. Caldwell, Sergeant Parks, and a guard named 
Kieran. While Parks and Kieran wish to leave Melanie behind, Ms. Justineau 
and Dr. Caldwell insist on taking her with them — the former because she 
truly cares about Melanie and the la�er because she needs Melanie’s body to 
create a cure. The rest of the �lm involves this group travelling through the 
dystopian wasteland. As they travel, Melanie learns more about her disease, 
its e	ects, and how to survive.

Bodymind is a useful term in analyzing The Girl with All the Gi�s. Mel-
anie’s brain — what we would consider the home of the mind — is covered 
with this fungus which causes her to crave �esh and, when hungry, tempo-
rarily lose self- awareness and self- control. While her body remains exter-
nally unchanged, she appears to be faster and stronger than a typical child. 
It is impossible to refer to her disease as merely physical or mental alone 
when hunger, typically considered a very physiological process, results in 
dramatic mental e	ects for her. Melanie’s bodymind is holistically a	ected 
by the fungus.

Similarly, (dis)ability as an overarching term for disability and ability and 
the contestable borders in between is also appropriate for discussions of 
the �lm, particularly from a crip theory perspective, which includes illness, 
disease, and discourses of (dis)ability in its approach. If not for the insti-
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tutional se�ing and the way the adults in the �lm treat her, Melanie would 
mostly appear nondisabled and in some ways even hyper- able. She is smart, 
observant, and physically strong and agile. As the �lm progresses she bet-
ter understands that when she becomes hungry she needs to eat raw meat 
quickly to avoid harming people around her. Melanie is essentially the hero-
ine of the �lm. To the majority of the adults around her, however, she is too 
di	erent and too threatening; she must be con�ned, studied, treated, and 
cured — or used as a cure for others. People around Melanie question her 
very humanity and her status as “alive,” conjecturing that she may be merely 
mimicking human behaviors instead of being a true human. For example, 
the head researcher, Dr. Caldwell, tells Ms. Justineau that “they present as 
children” but “the fungus does their thinking for them.” In the world of the 
�lm Melanie is treated as disabled and dangerously so because she poses the 
threat of both death (if she were to eat someone) and contagion (if she were 
to bite or touch them). The fear of contagion here is very much about dis-
ability, as the disease is incredibly disabling to adults. The tension between 
Melanie’s fresh- faced innocence and her danger to the adults is palpable 
throughout the �lm.

The unclear and shi�ing (dis)ability status of children with the disease, 
however, becomes particularly evident when Melanie discovers a group of 
them who roam as a feral pack to a�ack people and animals. While the chil-
dren are dirty and lack language since they had no education as Melanie did, 
they appear to be able to communicate with and take care of one another. 
What constitutes disability in this context? It becomes increasingly evident 
that the world is changing and Melanie and children like her are much more 
likely to survive. The world the adults once knew — our realist world — is 
all but gone. As the world changes, what is and is not a disability changes as 
well, revealing an essential part of reading (dis)ability, race, and gender in 
speculative �ction: the importance of context and interpreting a text within 
its rules of reality — something I will say more about in the reading methods 
section of this introduction.

But The Girl with All the Gi�s is not exclusively about disability. We can-
not understand the nuances and registers of this nonrealist representation 
if we do not read intersectionally. The immense militarized fear of these 
children and their disease is racialized via the choice to make Melanie our 
protagonist.18 She is the only child of color depicted and one of three peo-
ple of color in the �lm with speaking lines. She is a black girl surrounded by 
white people as she is imprisoned for medical research in a military com-
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pound and then treated as a prisoner as she travels with the others. While 
her race is never directly commented on, her disease and the fear it invokes 
in others comes across as a metaphor for racialized fear. Shortly a�er their 
escape, Parks insists that Melanie be handcu	ed, muzzled, and strapped to 
the gun turret on the roof of their military vehicle rather than ride inside. 
Ms. Justineau exclaims, “She’s got a muzzle on her face and her hands tied 
behind her back and you’re still afraid of her?” Park replies, “Yeah, and you 
should be too.” Although this �lm is set and was produced in the United 
Kingdom, its allusion here to antiblack police/military violence — which is 
far from exclusive to the United States — is striking. Numerous incidents of 
police violence have been justi�ed through claims of police o�cers fearing 
for their own lives, even when the person who was injured or murdered was 
handcu	ed, restrained, outnumbered, and/or signi�cantly smaller than the 
police o�cer(s) involved.

We cannot separate fear of Melanie’s disease from fear of her blackness. 
The frequent expressions of her being not truly human gesture toward a 
long history of dehumanizing black people around the world, to say noth-
ing of the history of medical experimentation on black bodies. Yet our 
compassion for her, I argue, is also in response to her age and gender. As a 
prepubescent child Melanie is presumed innocent by viewers.19 She is also 
so�- spoken, polite, and a girl, whereas the other children in the institution 
are boys, and the feral children are all long- haired and dirty in a way that 
occludes their sex/gender identities. The gentle innocence the audience 
is encouraged to perceive in Melanie via casting and acting choices would 
be more di�cult if she were played by a young black boy. Many black chil-
dren are read as older than they are;20 but in the context of the institutional 
se�ing, the handcu	s, and so on, Melanie’s gender so�ens the explicitness 
of the �lm’s commentary on antiblack police violence since much of that 
discourse is focused on the targeting of black men and boys.21 Melanie’s age 
and gender therefore work to counterbalance the threatening nature of her 
race and (dis)ability in the world of the �lm.

As the �lm moves toward its end Dr. Caldwell makes a desperate a�empt 
at creating a cure by playing on Melanie’s emotions, telling her that if she 
agrees to the dissection she can save Ms. Justineau’s life. Melanie seems 
ready to agree, but �rst asks what will happen to the other children. When 
Dr. Caldwell doesn’t respond Melanie asks if she still thinks that children 
with the disease merely mimic human behavior. Dr. Caldwell says no and 
they have the following exchange: 
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Melanie. We’re alive? 
Dr. Caldwell. Yes, you’re alive. 
Melanie. Then why should it be us that dies for you?

In this moment Melanie refuses to sacri�ce herself and the other children. 
This explicitly �ips a frequent trope in horror, thriller, and action �lms in 
which characters of color regularly act as martyrs, dying valiantly to save the 
white protagonists. The scene also rejects the trope of disabled people dy-
ing or being cured at the end of a �lm or novel. Instead of sacri�cing herself 
to save Ms. Justineau, the only person who has ever shown her love, Melanie 
leaves the trailer they are hiding out in and goes to set a large plant of the 
fungus on �re, which will release the infectious spores, creating a massive 
if not worldwide epidemic. By releasing the spores Melanie initiates a new 
world in which she will no longer be considered disabled, dangerous, or ab-
normal due to her disease. This choice allows for an undetermined future 
for Melanie and the children like her, yet it also means sacri�cing the lives 
and freedom of the adults with her. Dr. Caldwell and Sergeant Parks both 
die chasing a�er Melanie, and Ms. Justineau must live permanently in the 
air- locked trailer or she will become infected. Melanie’s decision to release 
the spores is represented as an emotional one for her, but one she makes 
with clear determination.

The �nal scene begins with a close- up of Ms. Justineau’s face as she lies 
in bed crying. There is a knock and she gets up. Outside the trailer Melanie 
organizes the children from the institution and from the feral group they en-
countered earlier in the �lm. The children sit in rows on the ground outside 
facing a large windowed area so that Ms. Justineau can teach them via a loud 
speaker from inside. When Ms. Justineau tells the children that she will tell 
them a story if there is time, Melanie speaks the �nal words of the �lm. With 
the sun and a smile on her face, she responds, “There’ll be lots of time.” The 
�lm ends here with a young black girl who was considered dangerous and 
disabled by the adults around her now beginning a new world for herself 
and people like her in which their bodymind di	erences will not be consid-
ered disabling, dangerous, or animalistic. At the end of the �lm, it appears 
Ms. Justineau will have to spend the rest of her life in that trailer, and it is 
unclear how and if this group of children will create a lasting society for 
themselves. The �lm thematically draws on discourses of disability as well 
as, more subtly, discourses of race and gender to create empathy for both 
Melanie and Ms. Justineau in this simultaneously dark and hopeful ending.
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The Girl with All the Gi�s is a useful popular culture example which demon-
strates the utility of my key terms, bodymind and (dis)ability, and my primary 
theoretical frameworks, intersectionality and crip theory, in interpreting  
(dis)ability, race, and gender in nonrealist representations. Throughout the 
rest of Bodyminds Reimagined I explore how black women writers of specu-
lative �ction reimagine the possibilities of bodyminds and thereby change 
not only the rules of reality in these nonrealist worlds, but also the rules of 
interpretation, requiring modes of analysis that consider both the relation-
ships of (dis)ability, race, and gender and the contexts in which these terms 
are given meaning. While the intersectional relationship of (dis)ability, race, 
gender, and other vectors of power are important to explore in represen-
tations of all kinds, speculative �ction provides a particularly interesting 
and important avenue for interrogating the social construction and mutual 
constitution of these systems of privilege and oppression.

Why Speculative Fiction?
In this book I use the term speculative �ction to reference any creative writ-
ing in which the rules of reality do not fully apply, including magical re-
alism, utopian and dystopian literature, fantasy, science �ction, voodoo, 
ghost stories, and hybrid genres. By “rules of reality,” I mean culturally and 
historically speci�c social narratives of the possibilities and meanings of 
bodyminds, time, space, and technology, as well as our constructed notions 
of what constitutes a “real” disability, gender, race, and so on. For example, 
in terms of technology, air travel would have de�ed the rules of reality for 
people in the Middle Ages and yet it is an accepted possibility today even 
for those who have never experienced this type of travel themselves. To take 
a (dis)ability speci�c example, the learning disability A�ention-De�cit/ 
Hyperactivity Disorder (adhd) is a contemporary diagnosis that did not 
exist as a “real” disability before being de�ned by psychological profession-
als and accepted by society at large. On the other hand, homosexuality was 
once considered a psychological disorder by the American Psychological 
Association, but is no longer categorized as such.22 Drawing from several 
examples from The Girl with All the Gi�s that have been previously noted in 
this introduction, reading within the rules of the reality of the �lm means 
understanding the fungal infection as a real disease with potentially dis-
abling e	ects in the narrative. While crip theory problematizes diagnosis as 
the sole parameter for de�ning disability, these examples serve to illustrate 
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what I mean by historically and culturally speci�c rules of reality. Since 
speculative �ction includes stories in the future, other worlds, altered pasts, 
and altered present periods, this genre can shi�, challenge, and play on 
what readers expect of bodyminds and reveal how such expectations shape 
de�nitions of (dis)ability, race, and gender. Bodyminds Reimagined analyzes 
how representations of (dis)ability, race, and gender in speculative �ction 
force readers to question the ideologies undergirding these cate gories. I 
contend that questioning the ideologies of (dis)ability, race, and gender in 
black women’s speculative �ction allows for a challenge to the a�itudes, bi-
ases, and behaviors that result from them, as well as an exploration of their 
relationships to one another.

I use speculative �ction as my umbrella term because the novels in this 
study do not collectively �t under any other single genre label, nor do they 
all comfortably �t within other critical terms. For example, Mark Dery’s 
A�ofuturism is primarily concerned with racialized uses of technology and 
the future, while Marleen S. Barr’s feminist fabulation focuses on expressions 
of postmodern feminist critique (Dery 8; Barr Lost in Space 11 – 12). Like-
wise, Ingrid Thaler’s term Black Atlantic speculative �ctions is primarily con-
cerned with race and non normative notions of time, while utopian literature 
refers to ideal or (nearly) perfect imagined societies and dystopian litera-
ture references its opposite: undesirable, nightmare �ctional worlds (2).23

While issues of technology, feminism, time, and be�er and worse imagined 
futures will all be a part of the chapters to come, none of these are my ex-
clusive focus. My work here engages major issues in Afrofuturism, feminist 
fabulation, Black Atlantic speculative �ction, utopias, and dystopias — and 
hopefully has important insights for scholars of these areas — but the texts 
analyzed in this book are not encompassed by any one of these terms alone. 
The focus of Bodyminds Reimagined is on representations of (dis)ability, 
race, and gender in nonrealist texts by black women. Speculative �ction is 
therefore the most appropriate broad, umbrella term for this work, one that 
allows me to include a wide variety of texts which may not otherwise be 
read together. Further, my use of speculative �ction allows me to mostly 
circumvent discussions of genre boundaries, genre histories (including his-
tories of exclusion), and canon building which are not essential to my ar-
guments.24 On the whole, I am less concerned about genre labels and more 
concerned with how a variety of nonrealist tropes and devices in�uence the 
representation of (dis)ability, race, and gender in these black women’s texts.

Black women’s speculative �ction has social and political importance 
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because of how the texts shi� our understanding of the meanings of and 
relationships between (dis)ability, race, and gender. Despite its potential, 
speculative �ction is generally an undertheorized genre. Jewelle Gomez dis-
cusses the reason for this undertheorization, writing that speculative �ction 
“is thought of as ‘fun’ rather than as serious writing worthy of critical discus-
sion. . . . [It is this] idea that speculative �ction is somehow an indulgence 
or that it is trivial that seems the more probable reason for its dismissal by 
literary critics” (950). Both disability studies and black feminist theory have 
historically focused more on realist texts for a number of practical and po-
litical reasons that ought to be understood.

In disability studies there is an emphasis on the need for less ableist rep-
resentations of people with disabilities that has produced a strong invest-
ment in life writing and realism.25 G. Thomas Couser writes that disability 
life writing is a response to traditional misrepresentation in Western culture 
which can allow people with disabilities to move from object to subject and 
consciously counter ableist stereotypes and ignorance.26 Although Couser 
does not claim that the realism of life writing is the only method through 
which such changes in social perception can occur, his work is re�ective 
of the �eld’s leanings toward realism as an e	ective way to create cultural 
change.27 Life writing emphasizes notions of the real and the authentic in 
opposition to a history of negative and skewed portrayals of people with 
disabilities by nondisabled people. Along these lines, Sara Hosey writes that 
“many [disability studies] critiques implicitly (and at times, explicitly) call 
for a more realistic, more sophisticated, and perhaps more ethical disability 
representation” (37). Here Hosey’s connection between realism, sophisti-
cation, and ethics implies that these elements go hand in hand.28 I, however, 
question whether the relationship of realism with authenticity, ethics, and 
sophistication is as inherent or clear cut as some work in disability studies 
might suggest.

Black women writers also have a history of critical engagement with the 
real- world repercussions of �ctional representations. As Ann DuCille notes, 
early black women’s literature was primarily concerned with combating neg-
ative stereotypes of black women by representing black women characters 
who were infallibly good and who could �t within the cult of true woman-
hood via the politics of respectability (13 – 30).29 Early black feminist literary 
criticism o�en focused on recovering these writers from the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries in an a�empt to bring their work out of the 
shadows of history and create a genealogy of black women’s writing.30 The 
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realist emphasis and political practicality of much early black women’s �c-
tion, however, had its limits, particularly from a disability studies perspec-
tive. As Ellen Samuels writes, throughout early African American literature 
generally there is “an emphasis on wholeness, uprightness, good health and 
independence” (Fantasies of Identi�cation 30). These concepts, which ap-
peared regularly in early black women’s writing, make drawing a�ention to 
disability quite di�cult because the disabled bodymind is typically consid-
ered in opposition to these terms — though more disability studies scholars 
are �nding outliers and challengers to this general trend.31

The expectations of what literature can or should do for black people 
shi�ed as time passed, and there was an increase in complexity of represen-
tations which began to include issues of sexuality and violence, particularly 
intracommunity violence. Although the Harlem Renaissance witnessed 
early black speculative �ction by men, such as W. E. B. Du Bois’s “The 
Comet,” published in 1920, and George Schuyler’s Black No More, published 
in 1931, the majority of African American texts still worked within the con-
�nes of realism. Like disability rights communities, many black people be-
lieved and still believe that the primary purpose of black- authored litera-
ture was/is to combat racism by o	ering positive, realistic representations  
that do not perpetuate stereotypes or create negative associations with 
black people.32 Butler experienced such expectations for her work, stating, 
“When I began writing back in the 60s, my writing of anything but u�er re-
ality was considered some kind of, almost betrayal, a waste of time at best. I 
was supposed to, according to some people, be contributing to the struggle 
and not writing things that weren’t real” (quoted in Hampton 137). As the 
Black Women Writers Renaissance emerged in the 1970s, however, this em-
phasis on realism began to shi�.

The focus on realism as the proper or preferred avenue for politically 
e	ective literature for marginalized groups like black women and disabled 
people overlooks the immense possibilties of speculative �ction as well as 
the limits of realism. Several black feminist scholars have critiqued this faith 
in realistic representations. Madhu Dubey, for example, contends that mod-
els of characterization that imply there is a real, knowable black subject or 
community to properly represent prevent appreciation for nonrealist char-
acterizations that a�empt to destabilize a humanist model of identity and 
reality (Black Women Novelists and the Nationalist Aesthetic 4). Wahneema 
Lubiano also argues against prioritizing realism, writing, “Deployed as a 
narrative form dependent upon recognition of reality, realism suggests dis-
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closure of the truth (and then closure of the representation); realism in-
vites readers/audience to accept what is o	ered as a slice of life because 
the narrative contains elements of ‘fact’. . . . Realism used uncritically as a 
mode for African- American art implies that our lives can be captured by the 
presentation of enough documentary evidence or by insistence on another 
truth” (262 – 63).

Black women novelists have been central in the “e	ort to interrupt the 
realist legacy” of African American literature (Dubey, Black Women Nov-
elists and the Nationalist Aesthetic 5). Authors such as Toni Morrison and 
Alice Walker were some of the earliest contemporary black women authors 
to present challenges to this legacy with their uses of magical realism, ghost 
stories, dream sequences, and other nonrealist literary devices, while still 
operating within a relatively realist framework. Much has been wri�en 
about these authors, both within and outside of black feminist literary criti-
cism, but substantially less has been wri�en about black women speculative 
�ction writers, especially in regard to their representation of (dis)ability.

I fully acknowledge the importance and impact of disability life writing 
and other realist modes of representing disability that have been the focus of 
much disability studies literary criticism. However, the arguments of Dubey 
and Lubiano about the limits of realist representations for black subjects 
also apply to disabled subjects. Emily Baldys argues, “We must be critical 
not only of depictions that seem obviously overdetermined and fantastical, 
but also of those that seem realistic or believable . . . by challenging repre-
sentations that o	er ideologically limited versions of the ‘reality’ of disabil-
ity” (139).33 By focusing on ideology, Baldys makes clear that problematic 
�ctional representations of disability occur not because of inherent issues 
with realism or nonrealism, but because of ableist understandings of peo-
ple with disabilities. Authors can create anti- ableist representations that are  
not necessarily primarily dependent on realism, claims to authenticity, or 
even writers who explicitly identify as disabled. In particular, speculative 
�ction o	ers an opportunity for new, complex representations of (dis)abil-
ity that can provide possibilties and advantages distinct from, yet related to, 
the possiblities and advantages of disability life writing.34

An important di	erence between speculative �ction and realist �ction 
is that speculative �ction does not purport to directly re�ect reality; rather, 
speculative �ction brings aspects of reality into newly constructed worlds 
in which realist rules regarding time, space, bodyminds, abilities, and be-
haviors need not be followed. Critics of feminist science �ction argue that 
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speculative �ction o	ers women writers a freedom of style and content 
that is not restrained by patriarchal realities, and thus these writers can bet-
ter explore alternative gender identities, roles, and relations (Barr, Alien to 
Femininity xi; Lefanu 2). Critics of black speculative �ction have similarly 
contended that by rejecting verisimilitude and linear representations of 
time, speculative �ction opens up “a unique set of imaginative possibili-
ties for a [black American] literary tradition that has long been burdened 
by the demands of realist social protest” (Dubey, “Speculative Fictions of 
Slavery” 779).35 Although criticism on speculative �ction has only recently 
included (dis)ability, several disability studies scholars have noted that the 
speculative �ction genre — and science �ction in particular — seems quite 
concerned with (dis)ability.36 As scholars of science �ction have similarly 
argued in regard to race, in many ways issues of (dis)ability are fundamen-
tal to the genre.37 Criticism on speculative �ction that does not consider 
(dis)ability tends to be based on ableist assumptions of bodyminds even 
though speculative �ction texts o�en challenge such assumptions. Disabil-
ity studies can provide speculative �ction critics additional language and 
frameworks to discuss the multiple ways in which texts challenge normative 
assumptions about the possibilities and meanings of bodyminds.

The freedom a	orded speculative �ction authors through the rejection 
of verisimilitude, the use of nonmimetic devices, the disruption of linear 
time, and other tropes which subvert our expectations of reality are all ben-
e�cial to writers who wish to represent a world not restricted by our con-
temporary racist, sexist, ableist, homophobic, and classist realities. Without 
a doubt, speculative �ction representing marginalized groups can achieve 
the utilitarian goals of disability life writing and black feminist �ction noted 
above. Speculative �ction can move people with disabilities, black women, 
and disabled black women from objects to subjects by making them the 
main characters, resisting stereotypes, and providing controlled, selected 
access into the various experiences of these populations. Speculative �c-
tion can do all of this while representing such characters in worlds not re-
stricted by the weight of realism, which limits the parameters of represen-
tation. As Lubiano argues, “A marginalized group needs to be wary of the 
seductive power of realism, of accepting all that a realistic representation 
implies because of its inclusion of some ‘facts.’ The reasons for ‘real’ as a 
positive evaluation are tied, of course, to scarcity, the paucity of . . . facts and 
representations as well as the desire for more” (263 – 64; original emphasis). 
Speculative �ction can help ful�ll the desire for more facts and representa-
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tions of marginalized groups while also o	ering a distinctly di	erent way 
of challenging ableism, racism, and sexism because the author sets the new 
rules of their �ctional worlds.

Within these new worlds of speculative �ction (dis)ability, race, and gen-
der do not have to have the same physical and mental manifestations nor 
the same social connotations and regulations. Returning again to The Girl 
with All the Gi�s, in the world of the �lm disability takes on a shi�ing mean-
ing as initially the children with the fungal infection are treated as disabled 
and dangerous, but as the infection spreads at the end of the �lm it becomes 
clear that the bodyminds of the children will become the norm and no lon-
ger be regarded as disabled. In this case, viewers bear witness to the ways 
that social standards and expectations of bodyminds and behaviors (like 
whether or not one should or should not eat raw �esh) are major determi-
nants of the de�nition of disability in a particular society or culture. To take 
another example, in Butler’s Lilith’s Brood series (also referred to as the Xe-
nogenesis series), no major character is disabled in any explicit, realist sense 
of the term. However, the aliens in the novel are particularly interested in 
humans due to the genetic possibilities of their cancerous cells which, when 
adapted by the aliens through interbreeding, allow for fast healing, shape- 
shi�ing, and limb regeneration. In this series, what we would consider a 
potentially disabling condition of the human species is actually something 
loaded with positive potential — even though accessing that potential 
means breeding with an alien species and possibily the end of the human 
race as we know it. Here cancer has a di	erent meaning than it does in our 
contemporary reality, but this new meaning is real and important within 
the context of the narrative. As I demonstrate in chapter 4, speculative �c-
tion can defamiliarize (dis)ability, race, and gender in ways that are intel-
lectually and politically productive. By shi�ing our taken- for- granted social 
norms, speculative �ction makes unconscious preconceptions about (dis)
ability, race, and gender more readily apparent, challenging readers to think 
outside of the accepted de�nitions of these categories. The non normative 
nature of the representation of (dis)ability, race, and gender in speculative 
�ction, however, o�en requires similarly nonnormative methods of reading 
and intepretation.
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Reading Methods:  
Interpreting (Dis)ability, Race, and Gender in Speculative Fiction
As I mentioned in my discussion of the theoretical foundations of this 
book, my method for reading and interpreting (dis)ability, race, and gen-
der in speculative �ction is genre- a�entive, text- speci�c, and informed by 
theories of intersectionality and crip theory. There are three major aspects 
of my reading method including: rejection of good/bad binaries, going be-
yond exclusively character analysis, and, perhaps most importantly, reading 
within the rules of a reality of a text. I will discuss each of these in turn.

First, my reading method refuses the simplistic binary of good represen-
tations and bad representations, acknowledging that adherence to norms 
of one system of privilege and oppression may defy norms of another.38 For 
example, women, especially black women, are highly sexualized, yet peo-
ple with disabilities are o�en denied sexual expression. When interpreting 
the representation of a sexualized black disabled woman, then, an intersec-
tional analysis must balance a�ention to each of these oppressive histories 
rather than singularly celebrating or condemning such a representation as 
inherently empowering or regressive, respectively. This reading method 
also operates from the understanding that the experience of intersectional 
categories cannot be understood as simplistically good or bad either. Tobin 
Siebers argues that “disability studies needs to account for both the negative 
and positive valences of disability, to resist the negative by advocating the 
positive and to resist the positive by acknowledging the negative” (5). Sie-
bers’s argument here is particularly important for the analysis of disability 
in regard to people of color since purely celebratory approaches to disabil-
ity identity ignore the fact that people of color and poor people are more 
likely to acquire disabilities through violence and lack of access of quality 
medical care.39 My approach to reading black women’s speculative �ction, 
therefore, understands disability as what Tobin Siebers calls complex em-
bodiment.40 Understanding disability as a complex experience means re-
maining a�entive to positive, negative, and ambivalent aspects of disability 
(physically, mentally, and socially) as well as the relationship between all 
three. My inclusion of the mental in my approach to the complex experience 
of disability — an aspect that can be lost when using Siebers’s original term 
complex embodiment — is particularly important when addressing the social 
construction of able- mindedness as I do in chapter 2 and nonapparent dis-
abilities as I do in chapters 3 and 4.

Second, my reading method does not focus solely on character analysis. 
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As discussed above, my use of intersectionality understands (dis)ability, 
race, and gender to operate simultaneously as identities, experiences, sys-
tems of privilege and oppression, discourses, and historically situated social 
constructions with material e	ects. By not focusing on identity alone, my 
analysis throughout this book is similarly not exclusively focused on the dis-
abled women protagonists that populate the majority of my primary texts. 
While I do perform character analysis, I also build my arguments on plot, 
narrative structure, and the se�ing of the constructed nonrealist worlds in 
which these characters live. This is evident in my reading of The Girl with 
All the Gi�s in that the space of the institution/military compound, Mela-
nie’s prison- like a�ire, and the fear, anger, and disgust directed at her by the 
adults around her are just as important to understanding the racial impli-
cations of the �lm as anything Melanie says or does herself. Recent schol-
arship on speculative �ction and race has revealed how race operates in ex-
plicit and implicit ways in the genre. Isiah Lavender writes, “Science �ction 
o�en talks about race by not talking about race” (Race in American Science 
Fiction 7). He asserts that the genre “is actually transmi�ing assumptions 
of racism even in stories that are ostensibly envisioning a future where race 
has become irrelevant” and explicitly racialized characters are absent (20).41

Similarly, Michael Bérubé argues that taking a disability studies approach 
to the acts of reading and interpretation “need not involve any characters with 
disabilities at all. It can involve ideas about disability, and ideas about stigma 
associated with disability, regardless of whether any speci�c character can 
be pegged with a speci�c diagnosis” (The Secret Life of Stories 19; original 
emphasis).42 Analyzing multiple aspects of a text allows me to demonstrate 
how cultural concerns of (dis)ability, race, and gender appear even when 
disabled, racialized women and gender- nonconforming characters are not 
actively present or central to the narrative.

One speci�c way I move beyond character analysis alone is through my 
approach to metaphor, especially disability metaphor. (Dis)ability, race, 
and gender o�en operate as mutually constitutive discourses that in�ect 
texts even in the absence of explicit embodied representations of these cat-
egories. As a result, these concepts can be used as metaphors without ne-
gating their physical, mental, and social materiality. This is especially im-
portant within disability studies. Following the lead of disability studies 
scholars such as Ato Quayson, Clare Barker, and Amy Vidali, I read for the 
metaphoric and material meanings of (dis)ability as well as its intersectional 
relationship to other vectors of power which may be deployed in opposition 
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to or conjunction with it. In The Girl with All the Gi�s Melanie’s disease is 
understood as a disability for the bulk of the �lm, and yet the way she is 
treated because of her disease gestures toward a history of dehumanization 
of and medical experimentation on black bodies. This history is made pal-
pable through Melanie’s disability and race in a way that insists on both the 
material and metaphoric signi�cance of the fungal disease in the �lm. It can 
indeed be read as a metaphor of this racialized history, but such a reading 
must not evacuate the material role of disability in this history as well. I will 
elaborate on disability metaphors further in chapter 1, as this is foundational 
to many of my later arguments. Like Julie Avril Minich, my work seeks to 
expose “the ideology of ability in situations that do not appear immediately 
to be about disability” because sometimes the texts, events, and issues that 
seem to be less about disability and more about race are also the ones that 
most clearly demonstrate “the most violent consequences of the ideology of 
ability” (Accessible Citizenships 98, 121). (Dis)ability operates beyond iden-
tity alone and functions to uphold and de�ne (as well as be upheld and be 
de�ned by) race and gender.

Lastly, my method of reading black women’s speculative �ction grounds 
analysis within the constructed reality of the individual text and not by cur-
rent cultural or personal standards of the real or unreal. In other words, I 
generally accept the rules which structure the text, its characters, and its 
society rather than reading these aspects of the texts only through or against 
the rules which structure our contemporary reality. As Isiah Lavender in-
sists, “We cannot assume anything about the world of the sf text because 
its rules are most likely di	erent from those in our experience of narrative 
realism — that is to say, we have to �rst recognize and understand the in-
nate conditions of the sf text before we can grasp the story itself ” (Race in 
American Science Fiction 59). While clearly the sociohistorical context of 
production will in�uence the nonrealist worlds of speculative �ction, it is 
important to not allow this in�uence to reduce the possibilities of interpre-
tation. As with all criticism, there is room for various interpretations, but if 
a basic premise of the text includes something dramatically opposed to our 
reality — such as the presence of a disease that makes people need to eat 
�esh — then we must take such a premise as an important material context 
for character development and plot. In short, the rules and methods of in-
terpretation must change alongside the rules of reality in a text.

This approach to speculative �ction can become di�cult when analyzing 
(dis)ability, race, gender, and other vectors of power because these terms 
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may not mean the same thing in our current reality as they do in the world 
of the text. In some ways this parallels the concern in gender studies, queer 
theory, and disability studies with a�empting to locate a universal woman, 
gay, lesbian, queer, or disabled subject/identity across all time periods and 
cultural locations.43 I similarly suggest that critics of speculative �ction must 
take a culturally aware, contextualized approach to deploying these terms 
in regard to the reimagined bodyminds in these texts. As much as possible 
I use the terms and concepts employed in the text when describing a char-
acter’s identity positions and explain how such positions relate to our more 
recognizable cultural categories.

In this book, I primarily reference the categories of gender, race, and 
(dis)ability. I use the word gender to refer to the social categories men, 
women, transgender, and genderqueer as determined by the character’s self- 
identi�cation or, in cases where the character is not granted interiority or 
does not communicate their gender identity, how the character is read or 
represented by the narrating voice. The use of this category in the texts I 
analyze is consistent with American contemporary realist notions of gender 
except in the fantasy texts discussed in chapter 4, which feature nonhuman 
characters. I use the word race to refer to the social categories of African 
American/black, white/Caucasian, Latino/a/x, Asian, South Asian, Mid-
dle Eastern, and Native American/Indigenous as typically determined by 
a person’s genetic background, community of origin, skin tone, hair, and 
other phenotypical features as well as a character’s self- identi�cation when 
available. In the �rst three chapters of this book, the category of race is rel-
atively stable and consistent with contemporary American notions of race. 
Again though, in chapter 4, race as we understand it cannot be applied to 
speculative �ctional worlds with completely new racial, ethnic, and species 
categories. I will discuss the issues of applying gendered and racial terms to 
speculative �ction texts with dramatically di	erent racial, gender, and spe-
cies categories in that chapter.

When interpreting (dis)ability in speculative �ctional contexts, I adapt 
Kafer’s model of disability, which resists the hard distinction between dis-
ability and impairment and understands disability as both relational, mean-
ing that it is “experienced in and through relationships; it does not occur 
in isolation,” and political, meaning that it is “contested and contestable” 
(Feminist, Queer, Crip 8, 10). As I began to model in my reading of The Girl 
with All the Gi�s, disability in my analyses will be determined by a combi-
nation of physical, mental, and social factors. I read a character as disabled 
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if the character experiences their bodymind as di	erent from others and 
that di	erence cannot be be�er interpreted as gendered, racial, or another 
type of di	erence;44 if that character’s bodymind is interpreted from a med-
ical or psychological perspective in the text as nonnormative and in need 
of treatment or cure; and if a character’s bodymind variation is considered 
nonnormative or deviant by the text’s �ctional society at large. Note that, 
as mentioned in my discussion of crip theory, within this wide de�nition of 
disability in my work, disease and illness are included, particularly when the 
disease or illness has extended or permanent e	ects on a character.

In sum, my approach to interpreting (dis)ability, race, and gender in 
black women’s speculative �ction is grounded in intersectionality and crip 
theory and is based on three main methods: rejecting positive/negative rep-
resentational binaries, not being limited to character analysis alone (includ-
ing engagement with disability metaphors), and reading within the rules 
of reality of a text as much as possible. I lay out these methods in order 
to model an approach based in both black feminist theory and disability 
studies which can be used by scholars within both �elds. These reading 
methods allow me to best demonstrate how black women’s speculative �c-
tion reimagines the possibilities and meanings of bodyminds and thereby 
changes the rules of interpretation in regard to (dis)ability, race, and gender.

Chapter Overview
While the implications of Bodyminds Reimagined extend into �elds such 
as critical race and ethnicity studies, women’s and gender studies, African 
American and black diaspora studies, American studies, cultural studies, 
science �ction studies, and literary criticism, in writing the book, I pri-
marily address black feminist theorists and disability studies scholars (and 
black feminist disability studies scholars), knowing that, like me, the peo-
ple in these groups are also working and teaching in the above- mentioned 
�elds and departments. The multiplicity of my audiences shapes the layout 
and tone of the book. Each chapter spends a signi�cant opening section 
detailing the major theoretical and thematic issues with which it is con-
cerned before delving into the close readings, using one to three concrete 
examples to illustrate my arguments. The chapters build on one another, 
using the theories and arguments developed in the previous ones; however, 
I have wri�en each chapter so that it can be read and understood on its own 
as well. This style is intended to be useful for students and nonacademics 
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interested in speci�c ideas, texts, or authors I discuss. Further, I have in-
cluded frequent signposting and numerous footnotes, the la�er of which 
are intended to serve as pedagogical devices to point readers from various 
educational and disciplinary backgrounds to additional reading in case a 
particular topic or idea I mention in passing sparks their interest. In terms 
of tone, I a�empt to use accessible, plain language as much as possible and 
to explain how I am using academic terms when they �rst appear. I have 
worked to keep my sentences direct and clear because I hope that this book 
is useful to a range of individuals, including artists, fans, and activists.

In addition to using accessible language, style, and tone, I also frequently 
use the �rst- person perspective. This book did not write itself. The ideas 
did not come from thin air. They come from me, the work I have done, and 
the people who have pushed and encouraged my thinking. My use of the 
�rst- person perspective claims these arguments as my own, knowing at times 
they may fail to be as clear, correct, or strong as I want. Relatedly, I also of-
ten use the words we or us. Sometimes we means disability studies scholars; 
sometimes we means black feminists; sometimes we means the readers of 
these texts; sometimes we means black people; sometimes we means any 
and all scholars, students, artists, and activists invested in understanding how 
oppressions manifest in our world and how we can resist them in creative, 
critical, and concrete ways. I use both I and we because I do not work in isola-
tion; I belong to multiple communities of thinkers who have shaped me and 
my work. I use I and we because I am a fat, black, queer, nondisabled woman 
who identi�es with people with disabilities and who hopes to bring my com-
munities together in conversation with one another through my work. If you, 
reader, do not yet identify as part of this we — as part of any of these multiple 
we’s — then I hope that you may begin to as you read this book.

Bodyminds Reimagined contains four chapters and a conclusion. Each 
chapter begins with theoretical and thematic framing and then moves to 
close readings of one or more texts as illustrative examples. My discussion 
of the texts in this study does occur in a relatively chronological pa�ern; 
however, this is not meant to indicate a linear progressive narrative of rep-
resentation. I have grouped the texts thematically and arranged the chap-
ters in order to build my overall argument about how the reimagining of 
bodyminds in black women’s speculative �ction changes the rules of inter-
pretation, requiring new modes of analysis that take into account the rela-
tionships between (dis)ability, race, and gender and the contexts in which 
these categories exist.
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The �rst chapter, “Metaphor and Materiality: Disability and Neo – Slave 
Narratives,” argues that �ctional representations of disability in slavery ex-
pand the neo – slave narrative’s ability to represent what was previously un-
able to be represented within the speci�c historical and pragmatic contexts 
of the traditional slave narrative. While black feminist and other literary 
scholars have traditionally read these representations of disability as meta-
phors for the long- lasting impact of the violence of racism, disability studies 
scholars have argued against reading disability as primarily or exclusively a 
metaphor for trauma. Using Butler’s Kindred as my example, I demonstrate 
that by historicizing these representations within the material conditions 
of slavery, we can read disability in neo – slave narratives simultaneously as 
metaphors for the legacy of racial violence and as more literal references to 
the multiple ways in which black people were impaired in the antebellum 
period.

Chapter 2, “Whose Reality Is It Anyway? Deconstructing Able- Minded-
ness,” discusses how, due to the fact that the world is experienced di	erently 
by everyone, reality can be subjective. However, those who actively claim 
to experience realities considered drastically di	erent from the majority are 
labeled mentally disabled and potentially forcibly medicated, institution-
alized/incarcerated, or harmed as a result.45 Using the example of Phyllis 
Alesia Perry’s Stigmata, I argue that in rejecting realist norms, black women’s 
speculative �ction can reveal how able- mindedness is socially constructed 
and upheld through racial and gendered norms and how this social con-
struction impacts the practices of the psychiatric medical-industrial com-
plex and American culture at large. By insisting on the socially constructed 
nature of able- mindedness, black women’s speculative �ction also o	ers up 
new modes of historical and institutional knowledge that stem from the 
perspective of multiple marginalized groups and honors their experiences 
of the world. In the conclusion to this chapter I connect these ideas to the 
role of able- mindedness in contemporary violence against black people.

Chapter 3, “The Future of Bodyminds, Bodyminds of the Future,” fur-
ther builds the claim that black women’s speculative �ction theorizes new 
possibilities and meanings of the bodymind by focusing on representations 
of diverse bodyminds in the future. Many futuristic texts create worlds in 
which certain realist oppressions and/or social identities have been erased. 
In particular, speculative �ction o�en depicts futures in which disability no 
longer exists due to advancements in technology and race no longer mat-
ters because of racial mixing. In this chapter, I explore how, through the 
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representation of the nonrealist disability hyperempathy, Butler’s Parable 
series imagines how diverse bodyminds might exist in the future. In partic-
ular, this series resists ableist assumptions about a technologically created, 
disability- free future by emphasizing the importance of context to under-
standing a person’s experience of disability and the possibility of pleasure 
from/through disability. This chapter also shows how a disability studies –  
grounded analysis can help illuminate a text’s theoretical implications for 
issues of race, gender, and class as well.

Chapter 4, “Defamiliarizing (Dis)ability, Race, Gender, and Sexuality,” 
analyzes speculative �ctional fantasy texts with nonhuman characters, in-
cluding N. K. Jemisin’s The Broken Kingdoms, which features a blind demon 
protagonist who can see magic, Shawntelle Madison’s Coveted series about a 
werewolf with obsessive- compulsive disorder, and Nalo Hopkinson’s Sister 
Mine about two formerly conjoined twins born from human and demigod 
parents. These texts defamiliarize concepts of (dis)ability, race, gender, and 
sexuality in varying ways, thus demonstrating how black women’s specula-
tive �ction challenges the supposedly �xed and knowable nature of these 
categories. In particular, these texts defamiliarize realist disabilities and give 
them new meanings in their fantastical worlds with nonhuman characters, 
while also creating new races/species and new or altered gender and sex-
uality categories. This defamiliarization forces readers to forgo their out-
side knowledge of these real- world categories and learn about them anew 
through the perspective and experiences of the protagonists.

Finally, in the conclusion I re�ect on the importance of this work to black 
feminist theory and disability studies. I reassert my central argument and 
provide suggestions for future research, performing my own reimagining 
of a speculative �ctional academic future for the ideas and topics that this 
book addresses. I end with a re�ection on the role of pleasure in research, 
writing, reading, and living as a multiply marginalized person.
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Introduction
1. Contemporary here means texts produced a�er 1970. This temporal choice stems 

from Cheryl A. Wall’s designation of 1970 as a watershed moment for black women’s 
writing (2 – 4). However, the period a�er 1970 is also important for disability studies 
because it marks the beginning of a very activist- oriented disability rights movement 
inspired by the work of feminist and civil rights activists. Post- 1970 is also important 
for the genre of science �ction, the most widely researched subset of speculative �c-
tion. Madhu Dubey acknowledges the importance of 1970 for black speculative �c-
tion writers, contending that “the burden of realist racial representation began to ease 
o	 only by the 1970s, or the beginning of what is commonly termed the post – Civil 
Rights period” (“Speculative Fictions of Slavery” 780). Similarly, Patricia Melzer writes 
that the 1970s introduced feminist science �ction as part of New Wave science �ction 
(Alien Constructions, 5 – 9). In short, the types of representations I am interested in —  
nonrealist black women’s texts that engage (dis)ability — did not exist in signi�cant 
numbers prior to 1970. 

2. There are many examples of black feminist activists, theorists, and writers engag-
ing with disability and anti- ableist politics. To take just a few: in their 1977 statement 
the Combahee River Collective, a black feminist group, mentions working on issues of 
sterilization abuse and health care, while Alondra Nelson’s Body and Soul provides a his-
tory of health activism by the Black Panthers, the majority of whom were women who 
took a critical stance toward medical research and practice similar to those in disability 
studies and disability rights (Combahee River Collective 217). In Evelyn C. White’s 1990 
edition of The Black Women’s Health Book, black women write about their experiences 
with and/or activism around cancer, mental health, hypertension, sickle cell anemia, 
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and hiv/aids. In particular, Vida Labrie Jones writes about black women and lupus, 
calling it a “complex chronic disability” well before chronic disabilities were given much 
a�ention in disability studies (V. L. Jones 156). Additionally, Ann Folwell Stanford ex-
plores how black women writers “do not simply advocate a shi� from a biomedical 
to a biopsychosocial model (no small ma�er itself) but reconceptualize the nature of 
illness and health,” while feminist disability theorist Alison Kafer locates disability in 
black feminist Bernice Johnson Reagon’s speech “Coalition Politics” in which Reagon 
talks about her trouble breathing at high altitude (Stanford, Bodies in a Broken World 2; 
Kafer, Feminist, Queer, Crip 151 – 53).

3. Other scholars have discussed this lack of recognition in disability studies. See 
Kafer (Feminist, Queer, Crip 149) or Minich (“Enabling Whom?”).

4. These scholars include, for example, Susan Burch, Hannah Joyner, Eli Clare, Terry 
Rowden, Nirmala Erevelles, Mel Chen, Cynthia Wu, Julie Avril Minich, Ellen Samuels, 
and Therí A. Pickens.

5. See Dovidio and Fiske; Sawyer et al.; Shavers, Klein, and Fagan; Smedley; Harrell, 
Burford et al.; Sternthal, Slopen and Williams; Viruell- Fuentes; Walters et al.

6. For example, Goodley uses dis/ability and Garland- Thomson (“Integrating Dis-
ability, Transforming Feminist Theory”) uses ability/disability. I explain my choice 
around (dis)ability further in “Critical Disability Studies as Methodology.”

7. See Crenshaw (“Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex”; “Mapping 
the Margins”). Barbara Christian argues that black feminism in particular helped vali-
date the need for intersectional scholarship and has continued to be a major theoreti-
cal branch in this area (Christian, “Diminishing Returns” 208). See also May, Pursuing 
Intersectionality.

8. Vivian May (chapter 1) provides an extensive explanation of these elements of 
intersectionality.

9. For critiques of intersectionality, see Jennifer Nash, “Re- Thinking Intersectional-
ity,” “Practicing Love,” and “Home Truths on Intersectionality.” See also Jasbir K. Puar, 
“ ‘I Would Rather Be a Cyborg Than a Goddess.’ ” For a robust discussion and response 
to a number of other critiques of intersectionality, see May.

10. Judith Butler contends that rather than comparing one or more oppressions, 
“what has to be thought through, is the ways in which these vectors of power require 
and deploy each other for the purpose of their own articulation” (18).

11. Crip is a term many people within disability studies and activist communities use 
not only in reference to people with disabilities, but also to the intellectual and art cul-
ture arising from such communities. Crip is shorthand for the word cripple, which has 
been (and is) used as an insult toward people with disabilities, but which has been re-
appropriated as an intragroup term of empowerment and solidarity.

12. For more on this argument see Schalk, “Interpreting Disability Metaphor and 
Race in Octavia E. Butler’s ‘The Evening and the Morning and the Night.’ ”

13. For example, Harriet A. Washington writes, “Blacks have dramatically higher rates 
of nearly every cancer, of AIDS, of heart disease, of diabetes, of liver disease, of infec-
tious diseases, and they even su	er from higher rates of accidental death, homicide, 
and mental illness. . . . African Americans also su	er far more devastating but equally 
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preventable disease complications, such as blindness, con�nement to wheelchairs, and 
limb loss” (20).

14. See for example Wendell 31; Fine and Asch 334; Russo and Jansen 232 – 33.
15. Early disability studies work to include or address race include Rosemarie 

Garland- Thomson’s “Speaking about the Unspeakable,” Martin S. Pernick’s “De�ning 
the Defective,” Leonard Cassuto’s The Inhuman Race, Rachel Adams’s Sideshow U.S.A., 
Lennard Davis’s Enforcing Normalcy, and the essays in Garland- Thomson’s edited an-
thology Freakery.

16. The �lm has consistently low lighting, but no other child of color is shown di-
rectly. In the �nal scene, in the back row of the children there appears to be one other 
child of color whose face is not visible.

17. We later learn that people working in the institution wear a blocker gel on their 
skin that hides their scent from people with the fungal disease.

18. Note this is a clearly conscious casting choice as the �lm is based on a novel of the 
same name and in the novel the protagonist is a white girl.

19. The actress who plays Melanie, Sennia Nanua, was twelve at the time of �lming.
20. See Go	 et al.
21. This is to say not that black women are not targets of police violence, but that the 

current discourse is primarily focused on black men and boys’ experiences of police 
violence. Black women, especially black trans women and black women with mental 
disabilities, are also incredibly likely to be targeted by police and victims of violence 
in general.

22. Homosexuality was removed from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders in 1973.

23. I acknowledge that contemporary scholarship on utopian literature recognizes 
that utopian literature is not simply about perfect or ideal futures, but about be�er fu-
tures; thus the common use of terms such as “critical utopias” (Curtis; Moylan). In 
some ways then, my reading of these texts might be considered utopian in that I believe 
they each provide a way of thinking di	erently about the world in ways that could im-
prove it. That said, the legacies of exclusion of marginalized people within the utopian 
tradition makes me hesitant to claim this term any further (Chan; Kilgore; Stein). In 
particular, there is an astonishing dearth of bodymind diversity in terms of disability 
in utopian texts and utopian literary scholarship. I hope my work may help utopian 
literature scholars explore and interrogate that exclusion, both in terms of its origins, 
dating back to Sir Thomas More, and utopian literature’s contemporary manifestations 
(Curtis; Gomel; Olyan; Schotland).

24. For more on sexism, feminism, and women in science �ction, see Marleen S. 
Barr’s Alien to Femininity, Sarah Lefanu’s In the Chinks of the World Machine, and Samuel 
Delany’s “Le�er to the Symposium on ‘Women in Science Fiction’ under the Control, 
for Some Deeply Suspect Reason, of One Je	 Smith” (Delany, The Jewel- Hinged Jaw 
85 – 104). For more on racism, race, and people of color in relation to science �ction, 
see Delany’s “Racism and Science Fiction,” De Wi� Kilgore’s Astrofuturism, Isiah Lav-
ender’s Race in American Science Fiction, and Sharon DeGraw’s The Subject of Race in 
American Science Fiction. 
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25. Tobin Siebers, for example, writes that “if social constructionism has in�uenced 
the past of disability studies, realism may well be in a position to de�ne its future” (72).

26. Couser uses life writing as an umbrella term for a range of genres including auto-
biography, memoir, journals, and documentary �lms.

27. This is also suggested by Ato Quayson when he uses non�ction to explain the 
�nal category of “disability as normality” in his typology of disability representation, 
whereas he uses only �ction as an example of the other, less positive categories.

28. Virginia Bemis makes a similar argument that more realism makes for a be�er 
representation even in relation to speculative �ction. In the �rst paragraph alone of her 
discussion of Lois McMaster Bujold’s nonrealist Vorkosigan series, Bemis focuses on re-
alism as a determinant of quality by using the words realistic, very authentic, so authentic, 
genuine, and “fully- realized” (104).

29. For more on the limits of respectability and its manifestations in African Ameri-
can literature, see Morris. 

30. See Barbara Christian, Hazel Carby, and Ann DuCille. I use genealogy here rather 
than tradition or canon in line with DuCille, who argues against the essentialist and static 
tendencies of these la�er terms (147).

31. See, for example, Fox, Carmody, or Knadler.
32. Jewelle Gomez discusses the history of this concern with the purpose of black 

literature, as do Genre Andrew Jarre� and Kenneth Warren in their respective mono-
graphs (Gomez 950 – 51; Jarre�; Warren). For a discussion of related concerns in con-
temporary African American literature, see Richard Schur.

33. Similarly, in discussing how Ato Quayson focuses on non�ction in his example 
of texts which represent disability as normality, Michael Bérubé argues that “ ‘the real’ 
is not a self- explanatory realm where things just are what they are. In literature and 
visual arts, ‘realism’ is an e	ect of protocols of representation, devices and techniques 
that produce the illusion of mimesis; ‘the real’ is what appears when a master arti�cer 
has deployed those devices with an art that conceals art” (The Secret Life of Stories 54).

34. Derek Newman- Stille makes a similar argument, writing, “Disability studies the-
orists o�en situate realism as most appropriate for discussing social change because it 
portrays the real world, but science �ction and speculative �ction o	er a similar oppor-
tunity because these genres depict possible worlds and opportunities for changes that a 
society could make” (44; original emphasis).

35. For more on the history of the demands of racial realism, authenticity, and social 
protest within African American literature see Gene Andrew Jarre�’s Deans and Truants.

36. Michael Bérubé, Tobin Siebers, Alison Kafer, and Ria Cheyne have all made refer-
ence to the importance of (dis)ability to science �ction narratives (Bérubé, “Disability 
and Narrative” 568; Siebers 7; Kafer, Feminist, Queer, Crip 20; Cheyne, “ ‘She Was Born 
a Thing’ 148). Examples of scholars who have wri�en on disability in speculative �ction 
include Kathryn Allan, JoSelle Vanderhoo�, Nickianne Moody, Patricia Melzer, Katrina 
Arndt and Maia Van Beuren, and Bérubé (Allan; Vanderhoo�; Moody; Melzer “ ‘And 
How Many Souls Do You Have?’ ”; Arndt and Van Beuren; Bérubé, The Secret Life of 
Stories 85 – 103). There is far more work on disability in speculative �lm, television and 
comics. Examples of scholarship on nonliterary, nonrealist representations of disability 
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includes the work of José Alaniz, Hanley E. Kanar, Johnson Cheu, Je	rey A. Weinstock, 
Patrick D. Hopkins, and Ramona Ilea (Alaniz; Kanar; Cheu; Weinstock; Hopkins; Ilea).

37. See Lavender, Race in American Science Fiction, or Leonard.
38. For more on con�icting stereotypes, see Schalk, “Happily Ever a�er for Whom?” 

or Wanzo.
39. See, for example, Erevelles, Disability and Di�erence in Global Contexts; Mollow; 

or Jarman.
40. Tobin Siebers proposes the theory of complex embodiment, which “raises aware-

ness of the e	ects of disabling environments on people’s lived experience of the body” 
and emphasizes “that some factors a	ecting disability, such as chronic pain, secondary 
health e	ects, and aging, derive from the body. . . . Complex embodiment theorizes the 
body and its representations as mutually transformative” (25).

41. Similarly, Elisabeth Leonard argues that even in texts “in which there has been 
substantial racial mingling and the characters all have ancestry of multiple races . . . 
[many authors avoid] wrestling with the di�cult questions of how a non- racist society 
comes into being and how members of minority cultures or ethnic groups preserve 
their culture” (354).

42. Scholars such as Ato Quayson and Lennard Davis similarly argue that when 
studying representations of disability one should not just focus on disabled characters, 
but instead read texts in their totality to consider how (dis)ability as a social system 
operates within them (Quayson 34; Davis, Enforcing Normalcy 41 – 48). 

43. For more on the problem with universal categories, see Chandra Talpade Mo-
hanty’s Feminism without Borders or Robert McRuer’s “Disability Nationalism in Crip 
Times.” 

44. I have argued elsewhere that some nonrealist elements of speculative �ction can 
be easily interpreted as representing multiple social categories and engaging multiple 
discourses and oppressions (Schalk, “Resisting Erasure”; Schalk, “Interpreting Disabil-
ity Metaphor and Race in Octavia E. Butler’s ‘The Evening and the Morning and the 
Night’ ”). I do my best throughout to indicate how and why I interpret something as 
disability.

45. For more on the relationship between institutionalization and incarceration, see 
the edited collection Disability Incarcerated, especially the editors’ introduction (Ben- 
Moshe and Carey).

Chapter 1. Disability and Neo – Slave Narratives
1. I write “supposedly” here because historical evidence suggests that Truth never 

actually spoke these words. For more on the historical evidence and myth surrounding 
Truth, see Nell Irvin Painter’s “Representing Truth.” 

2. Linh U. Hua challenges Dana’s assumption of a linear, predetermined future which 
supposedly requires that she can’t alter the past in any way. Hua argues that Dana is 
actually complicit in a white patriarchal system by sacri�cing Alice to secure her own 
future (395 – 99).

3. The term neo – slave narrative was originally coined by Bernard Bell in 1987 and was 




